THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 2008 SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE

Under the Direction of Mr. Eddie Ellis

In

CONCERT

SUNDAY APRIL 27, 2008
Martin Luther King Jr. Auditorium
7:00 p.m.

Musical selections will be selected from the following:

ON THE CAMPUS - JOHN PHILLIP SOUSA
SYMPHONIC MOVEMENT - VACLAV NELYBEL
TOCCATTA IN D MINOR - JOHANN BACH/HUNSBERGER
SYMPHONY NO. 1 - RICHARD SAUCEDO
THEY LED MY LORD AWAY – GORDON/ALLEN
(DEDICATED TO THE LATE MR. MICHAEL WILLIAMS)
ON AN AMERICAN SPIRITUAL - DAVID HOLSINGER
(DEDICATED TO THE LATE DEVEN FERGURSON)
CONCERTINO - BY VON WEBER
RIDE UP IN THE CHARIOT
THE SINFONIANS - CLIFTON WILLIAMS
COME SUNDAY - DUKE ELLINGTON
ROCKY POINT HOLIDAY-RON NELSON